Session 9 – Tuesday, 26 April, 14:00 – 15:30

FEI Eventing Rules – Full revision

Format: This session will include a presentation of the main changes proposed for the FEI Eventing Rules full revision as well as the major points brought up by Stakeholders. Each topic will be presented followed by a Q&A session.

Presenters: David O’Connor USA, Chair Eventing Technical Committee
Geoff Sinclair AUS, Vice President Eventing Technical Committee & Chair Eventing Risk Management Steering Group
Catrin Norinder, FEI Director Eventing & Olympic

Introduction by the Chair of the FEI Eventing Technical Committee

Topics to be presented

1. Eventing Committee’s main proposals for discussion at Sports Forum (see attached supporting document for details). The Eventing Committee are opening up discussion on the following topics:
   a. Jumping test score of 20 penalties or higher not to allow participation in the Cross country test in CCI-
   b. Additional MER for CCI4*/5* to ensure recent results at this level (return to play)
   c. Reduce Athlete Categories period and number of events to count
   d. Cross country fences Ground lines
   e. Frangible devices: Yellow clip revision, BE reverse pin approved to open corner rear rails, BE front pins not allowed at FEI events.
   f. NSOs or their representative to attend annual safety meeting.
   g. Course Designers additional responsibility on Cross Country, e.g dangerous riding sanctions
   h. Tack and Equipment - Lever arms on bits
   i. OTHER

2. Main proposals received from NFs and Stakeholders (see also attached supporting document) including the following points for discussion:
   j. Rotation of Course Designers at events
   k. Monthly update of Athlete categorisation (from 6 month review)
   l. Dressage penalties and tiebreak
   m. Modernizing the dress code
   n. Measurement of obstacles with a Spread
   o. Number of efforts on Cross country
   p. Faults at obstacles – activation of frangible device/missing a flag
   q. Introduction of a recommendation of remuneration of Officials at all events

Q&A